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Practice Objectives / Notes:
Develop Southern Affiliate Goalies and Coaches.

1)  Guard the Gate 10 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Eyes and head up, Make accurate passes, Move
to create passing lanes

OBJECTIVE: Create an environment where goaltenders are skating and have to
make a pass with their heads up.  

ORGANIZATION: 
6 Tires set up as shown, each pair serve as goal.  Goaltenders are in teams of two
and the object of the game is to complete a pass through the tires to your teammate.
Each completed pass through the goal is one point. 

VARIATION: 
2 on 2, 3 on 3 | 2, 3, or 4 teams | All forehand passes, all backhand passes, all flat
passes, all saucer passes |

GOALIE: 
Work with your teammate to create passing lanes to score points by passing through
any of the three goals.  No sliding! 

2)  Figure 8 Passing 9 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Shoulders up ice, Flat passes, Move quick

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltender's ability to handle the puck, mass passes while
being mobile.

ORGANIZATION: 
2 Tires: 10-15 Pucks: The goaltender skates in a figure 8 pattern around the tires as
shown.  The coach is passing the puck to the goaltender at different locations and the
goaltender returns the pass.  Each rep/turn should last about 30-45 seconds.

VARIATION: 
Use backhand passes, one hand passes and have the coach pass/shoot to the
goalie's glove.

GOALIE: 
Control the puck on the forehand of the stick and make flat passes.  Move quickly and
keep control.

3)  A&W Puck Play 0 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Get to the puck fast, Look and decide on the best
option, Make flat passes whenever possible,
Urgently return to the net.

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to pull the puck off the boards and make
decisions and passes

ORGANIZATION: 
1. This can be done anywhere on the ice.  2. Set up 5 pucks along the boards as
shown. 3. The goaltender visualizes a rimmed dump. 4. The goaltender get to the
puck and looks to the forehand option, if the that goalie or coach is ready for a pass
the goalie passes it there, if not he checks the shoulder to look for a back hand option
and passes the first puck to that person.  5. Repeat untill all 5 pucks have been
played.  

VARIATION: 
1. Add an obstruction to force saucer or indirect passes. 2. Add a 3rd passing or
shooting option.

GOALIE: 
1. The goalie sprints back to a puck. 2. Looks to the option on the forehand. If there is
a passing target (stick blade) the pass is made and the goalie immediately returns to
the net. 3. If the forehand option is not presenting the stick, look to the 'reverse' option
and make a pass to that person. 4. Make crisp, flat, tape to tape passes whenever
possible.
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4)  Appert Full Recovery (Modified) 9 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Good rotation and recovery., Gain depth through
the middle., Set feet before the shot., Use a
shuffle full recovery.  , Take the eitire play in and
out.

OBJECTIVE: Work on goaltenders ability to fully recover.

ORGANIZATION: 
The goalie starts in a butterfly.
F1 has a puck and is ready to pass.
On the coaches command, the F1 passes the puck to the shooter.
The shooter can vary their location.
The goalie finds the shooter and fully recovers to make the save on the shot.
Shooters play out any reasonable rebound.

VARIATION: 
Vary where the pass comes from.
Add traffic.
Vary where the shooter comes from.

GOALIE: 
The goaltender leads with their eyes, stick, and lead leg and fully recovers to make to
be square to the shooter and at base depth. Make the save and finish the save.  

5)  Desander 3 Layer Recovery 9 min.

KEYPOINTS:
Beat the play on your feet whenever possible,
Scan the ice to know and or anticipate which
layer X1 is in, Finish evey save with a proper
recovery, Use full recoveries whenever there is
not an immediate threat of a shot on goal

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to recognize and utilize proper recovery.

ORGANIZATION: 
This drill should be don in an end zone or half of an end zone.  Needs: 1.) Net with a
crease (standard or drawn) 2.) 2-8 shooters. 3.) 3 Tires 4.) Pucks.
X1 starts with a puck and passes it dow to X2.  X2 passes it back to X1 who is in one
of the 3 layers.  As soon as X1 gets the return pass, he shoots.  Both X1 and X2 play
any reasonable rebound.  The goaltender finishes every play with proper recovery. 

VARIATION: 
1.) Vary X2's location.  2.) Add a screen  

GOALIE: 
Start lined up on the puck X1 has on their stick.  As soon as the pass is made push
hard to be sqaure to X2's stick blade, trying to beat the puck on your feet.  As soon as
the pass is made back to X1, lead with your eyes, stick and gloves and again try to
beat the play to your optimal depth and position.  

6)  Motion Goalie Tip Drill 9 min.

KEYPOINTS:
The goaltender gains backward motion when
they recognize the lateral threat, Slide or shuffle
to be in position to stop the deflection, Maintain
good body control, Lead the movement with
head,  stick and gloves.

OBJECTIVE: Develop a goaltenders ability to make saves on backside plays. 

ORGANIZATION: 
1.) This can be done with or without a net.  2.) Extra goalies practice stick work in the
drill. 3.) Draw a crease

Goalie starts above the top of the crease.  The coach has a puck and shoots it toward
one of the goalies that are deflecting it.  Deflecting goalies try to deflect the puck into
the net or between cones.  

VARIATION: 
Vary the distance and depth of extra goalies to age appropriate distances.
Vary the location of the coach.

GOALIE: 
1. Start at aggressive depth. 2. Recognize there are lateral threats and gain backward
motion. 3. Once the shot/pass is made push to be in postion to make the save utilizing
a butterfly slide, shuffle or C Step. 4. Make the save and finish the play ideally
covering the puck.

Post-Practice Comments:


